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Disclaimer

This confidential summary presentation (the “Presentation”), which provides a preliminary general description of ParcelPal Technology, Inc. 
(“ParcelPal Technology Inc.” or the “Company”), ParcelPal (“ParcelPal”) and its software and applications for transportation, is intended only to 
solicit preliminary indications of interest from potential investors pursuant to prospectus exemptions under the applicable US and Canadian securities 
legislation (“Exempted Purchasers”).

This Presentation is not intended to make any offer or solicit any offer from potential investors; such offers or solicitations will only be made pursuant 
to a subscription agreement (a “Subscription Agreement”) and only in those jurisdictions where it is not unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation.  
Investors should not make any investment decisions based upon the information contained in this Presentation. Prospective investors should be 
aware that the Subscription Agreement will set forth certain risks associated with a purchase of common shares of the Company that are 
not set forth in this Presentation, and that only Exempted Purchasers will be permitted to acquire common shares of the Company.

Each recipient of this Presentation agrees that the information contained herein is not to be used for any purpose other than in connection with its 
preliminary consideration of the offering referenced herein; that such information is preliminary and of a confidential nature and that the recipient will 
treat it in a confidential manner; that each such recipient will rely only on the representations and warranties in the Subscription Agreement in making 
an investment decision to acquire any common shares of the Company; and that it will not, directly or indirectly, disclose or permit its affiliates or 
representatives to disclose any such information to any other person or reproduce this Presentation, in whole or in part, without the prior written 
consent of the Company.

None of the Company, ParcelPal nor any of their respective affiliates, directors, officers, shareholders, employees or representatives makes any 
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein or any other information 
(whether communicated in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to prospective investors, and the Company, ParcelPal and their 
respective affiliates, directors, officers, employees and representatives expressly disclaim any and all liability relating to or resulting from the use of 
this Presentation or such other information by a prospective investor or any of its affiliates or representatives.  

None of the Company, ParcelPal nor any of their respective affiliates, nor any directors, officers, shareholders, employees or representatives of any of 
the foregoing shall be liable for any errors (as a result of negligence or otherwise, to the fullest extent permitted by law in the absence of fraud) in the 
information, beliefs and/or opinions included in this Presentation, or, as noted above, for the consequences of relying on such information, beliefs or 
opinions.
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Business to Business
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What We Do
Our mission is to be the most convenient delivery service in the world, by providing people with the goods that they love 

anytime, anywhere in an hour or less. We are the Uber of Things.

We have created an app with supporting technology which enables businesses to provide on demand delivery to their 

customers. To date, ParcelPal has fulfilled over 2 million deliveries and counting. Consumers have instant access to the 

goods they want on demand. Our verticals include food, alcohol, cannabis (medical & recreational), groceries and more.

eCommerce integrations

Restaurants & Liquor 

Stores, Dispensaries, 

Retail Outlets, and 

Dispensaries

VerticalsParcelPal MarketplaceConsumers
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61%

25%

56%
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Market Opportunities

1 Research and Markets – US Same-day Delivery Market
2 Statista Transportation and Logistics

3 McKinsey – Travel, Transportation & Logistics
4 eMarketer Worldwide Ecommerce Sales

Of shoppers want their order 

within 1-3 hours.

Of online consumers (18-34) 

expect same day delivery or faster.

The percentage of customers 

wiling to pay significant premiums 

for same day or instant delivery3

Of retailers do not offer same 

day delivery or faster.72%
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Restaurants

Alcohol

Groceries 

‘Get Anything’: Get ‘virtually anything’

Medical marijuana

Vertical integration in select verticals

Provides an all-in-one logistics solution for restaurants, 

liquor stores, dispensaries, grocery stores, pharmacies, 

and various retail outlets

Download the 

App Today!

The ParcelPal Technology

ParcelPal Courier

GET
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currently operating within these segments  

Phase     1

Phase     2

Phase     3

Phase     4

Phase 5

Phase 6 
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We use the “city as a warehouse”

Consumer/Merchant Application(s)

2
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Business Model

1
Business Fulfillment Partnerships

Integrations with large retailers to 

fulfill ecommerce orders

❑Platform Model seamlessly facilitates consumer 

demands and insightfully fulfills business’s supply  

❑Asset-Light Model means very little capital 

expenses necessary as the business scales

❑Enormous upside once critical mass is achieved

❑Flexible independent contractors for our 

workforce. Operational efficiency comes from our 

smart, algorithm-based steering of our resource 

pool

❑Easy integration into any business that has a 

large volume of orders

❑Asset-Light Model using a mixture of employees 

and independent contractors

❑Low CapEx once contracts are signed and 

executed

❑Business co-dependency once we are 

integrated

❑Consumer data and other metrics can be shared, 

interpreted, and used to our advantage
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Signed work order contract to fulfill package delivery 

on behalf of Amazon for the Greater Vancouver with 

further expansion possibilities.

ParcelPal is addressing one of Amazon’s largest 

problems, a $7.2B+ loss on shipping costs (2016)

Amazon is the world largest online retailer, a market 

capitalization of approximately $1T*, net sales of  

$233B, and 310M active customer accounts 
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Amazon Partnership

One of ParcelPal’s main objectives is to expand this 

relationship across Canada and the United States
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Aphria will supply medicinal cannabis products via their 

online point of sale and ParcelPal will act as the distribution 

arm via its technology driven delivery application
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Aphria Partnership
This is a first of its kind initiative that will enable last mile delivery of medicinal cannabis for medical 

cannabis consumers across Canada, with the initiative commencing in Calgary, Alberta. 

ParcelPal is addressing one of Canada’s largest social 

problems, assisting patients to administer their medicinal 

products safely and legally in a timely manner

Customers will be able to track their purchase in real time 

and have their product delivered directly to any location 

they specify, eliminating the urge to drive while impaired

Medical patients will purchase product from Aphria’s online 

store and utilize the ParcelPal platform to receive their 

product safely and legally
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Distribution: ParcelPal and Kiaro will jointly develop an 

optimal roadmap for the distribution of adult-use cannabis, 

ultimately creating the "Amazon effect" within the cannabis 

industry
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Kiaro Partnership
ParcelPal has completed an additional cannabis distribution agreement with Kiaro, for the delivery of 

cannabis products through Kiaro's physical and digital retail channels. The initiative will consist of:

Accessibility: The companies will integrate their technology 

platforms to enhance user experience and improve product 

accessibility

Compliance: All cannabis products delivered will be within 

parameters set by all relevant regulatory bodies

Safety: Both companies are dedicated to socially 

responsible cannabis retail and, by enabling cannabis 

delivery within the hour, hope to deter cannabis-impaired 

driving
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Executed partnership with Choom will provide an 

integrated end-to-end solution for cannabis retail and 

distribution

Provides immediate access, enabling delivery for 45+ 

dispensaries across Canada and a large fulfillment centre 

which will go live in the near future. This provides a higher 

profit margin for ParcelPal through vertical integration 

Choom recently received a 20 million dollar strategic 

investment from Aurora Cannabis at $1.25 per share 

taking a 20% stake. In total they have raised nearly 30 

million dollars from Aurora Cannabis
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Choom Partnership
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Shopify is the leading eCommerce provider for merchants in 

North America in retail and specifically cannabis within 

Canada
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Shopify Digital Integration
Through the strategic partnership with Shopify, businesses of any kind, notably cannabis merchants, will be 

able to integrate their Shopify eCommerce store nearly instantly with the ParcelPal platform. This will allow 

customers of these Shopify stores to receive their goods in an hour or less

ParcelPal is positioning it’s technology platform through 

integration with Shopify in order to eliminate the challenges 

that cannabis LP’s face with logistics

Canadian licensed producers on the Shopify platform can 

use this technology to enable shipping to medical or 

recreational users across the country
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Lineten Partnership
ParcelPal has formed a partnership with United Kingdom-based Lineten Technology for scheduled, same-day 

and on-demand delivery for major clients within Canada. This initiative has commenced with Calgary as the 

catalyst city with an expected expansion of the distribution network across Canada and potentially the United 

States. 

arcelPal will be favourably positioned for future expansion 

efforts with this agreement, as Lineten operates in over 10 

countries across Europe, North America, the Middle East 

and South America, and has over 200 major partners.

Customers are able to track their purchase in real time and 

have their product delivered to any location they specify 

through ParcelPal's platform.

Full integration is expected to be complete in three weeks 

from the date of this announcement, enabling ParcelPal to 

fulfill on behalf of Lineten's customers including, 5 guys, 

Co-Op, Krispy Kream Doughnuts)
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MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving 

Canada Collaboration

MADD Canada expressed their satisfaction and confidence ParcelPal’s last mile delivery services for medical 

marijuana will not only enable consumers unfettered access to their medicinal cannabis in a safe and timely 

manner but will furthermore assist in eliminating impaired drivers from the roadways by removing their need to 

drive to or from cannabis stores for product.

ON August 22nd, 2019 ParcelPal secured a distribution agreement with one of the largest Canadian federally 

licensed producers in Canada, Aphria Inc., for delivery of medical cannabis to patients. This initiative enables 

patients to purchase product from Aphria's on-line store and utilize the ParcelPal technology platform to receive 

their product safely and legally. 
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Easily enable on demand delivery of their products to customers

Increase customer reach and sales through the ParcelPal customer network

All encompassing marketing platform (coming soon), with access to customer data

Ability to order ANYTHING, ANYWHERE!

Instant delivery with tech enabled convenience, e.g. up to the second updates

One common user-friendly interface across all retailers on the platform

End-to-end GPS tracking and dynamic ETA updates

Our service is via applications where you can browse from a multitude of merchants

In App customer service enabled, as well as in-App payment and tipping

14
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Value Proposition

Consumers

Businesses 
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Revenue Model – Merchant Application 

ParcelPalConsumer Business

15

Order - $100

9% Transaction Fee - $9
15% Fee   - $15 Revenue  - $29

Delivery Fee - $5

Total - $114

ParcelPal’s revenue model is robust, generating $29 of revenues on a $100 order – driving 

revenues through both the business and consumer.

9% Transaction Fee + 

$5+ Delivery Fee paid 

by the Consumer
15(-25%) Transaction 

Fee paid by the Seller

29% Total Fee 
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Financials
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ParcelPal has undertaken Aggressive Year over Year growth since inception, with ~920% revenue 

growth from 2017 ($0.37M) to 2018 ($3.4M)

Cash Position of 

$1M+

$0 $0.3M

$3 M

$12 M
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M
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Revenue (Actual & Projected) 

Expected 2019 revenue of 

$6M

Vertical Integration allows 

for higher margins (40%)
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2019 Strategy
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Where we are, and where we’re going

Expand 

eCommerce 

Offerings

Continue 

Regional 

Expansions

Launch 

Multiple Verticals 

Continue expansion

Across Canada and 

US

2019 2019 2019 2019
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2019 - 2020 Strategy
Continue to expand into larger Tier 1 and Tier 2 Canadian and US cities and grow organically in geographies 

where we currently operate;

Expand our revenue diversification through large e-commerce contracts, cannabis delivery and potential 

acquisitions;

Continue our expansion into the Amazon ecosystem throughout Canada and the US;

Integrate artificial intelligence and prediction algorithms into our platform to maximize revenue potential and 

customer satisfaction through streamlined service;

Add new verticals into our platform to further establish ourselves and increase customers share of wallet; 

Improve overall margin by becoming a procurement and distribution partner to many of our exiting partners.
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2019 Strategy
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Operational in Vancouver, Calgary and soon Saskatoon in Canada, as well as 

Seattle in the US. With continued success we expect to be in additional tier 1 cities 

across US and Canada by the end of 2019. 

Current Operational Cities

Target Cities
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Investor Overview
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Current Capital Structure
Trading Symbol CSE: PKG

Share Price (as at 17-09-19) $0.13

Common Shares Outstanding 79,845,580

Options 10,379,000

Warrants 11,923,717

52 Week High $0.47

52 Week Low $0.12

Market Cap. Basic $10,379,925

Cash Position (as at 17-09-19) ~$1,000,000
Options have exercise prices ranging from $0.06 to $0.295 and expiry dates ranging from July 5

th

2019 to February 14th 2022

Warrants have exercise prices ranging from $0.075 to $0.50 with expiry dates ranging from October 

10, 2019 to October 17th 2020
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Leadership Team & Board
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Kelly Abbott, President, and Chief Executive Officer
Kelly holds a B.A. in Operations Management from British Columbia Institute of Technology and has 10+ years’ experience in entrepreneurship and software 
development. He also is a designated Six Sigma Green Belt and has an extreme passion for process improvement and all things that bring disruptive 
innovation. Highly skilled business analyst, specializing in process design/redesign, solution development and all aspects of supply chain management. Kelly 
sits on the board of multiple companies and is currently President and CEO of ParcelPal Technology Inc. overseeing the day-to-day operations.

Cody Halovich, Chief Technology Officer 
Mr. Halovich has a full spectrum background in software development, working professionally in the industry since the age of 14. A veteran of multiple 
technology-based start-ups, he brings a wealth of knowledge in cloud technologies, software design and technology leadership. His 20 years of 
development experience, 10 years of cloud automation and experience dealing with remote development teams will help elevate ParcelPal to leadership 
level in the on-demand uberization of parcel delivery. Mr. Halovich will be actively working on scaling the platform to further enable ParcelPal the ability of 
expansion.

Peter Hinam, Director & Chief Strategy Officer
Extensive experience as a venture capitalist and a Business Development officer. Past experience includes raising $5M in start up and growth capital for 
a micro brewery, $8M in seed and growth capital for the development of a medical cannabis facility in Duncan BC. Peter currently sits on the board of and 
as an advisor to both private & publicly listed companies. 

Brian Storseth, Acting Chairman
Mr. Storseth is a businessman and was a Member of Parliament (MP) for the electoral district of Westlock-St Paul for the Conservative Party 
of Canada for 9 years from 2006-2015. During his tenure as an MP he served on committees for Aboriginal Affairs, Agriculture andAgri-food Canada. 
Brian currently serves as Chairman of Reliq Health Technologies' (TSXV:RHT) or (OTCQB:RQHTF) Board of directors and a managing partner of 
Maverick Capital Fund.

Devon Brown, Chief Financial Officer
A Certified Professional Accountant (CPA) with over 15 years’ experience in accounting and corporate finance. Served as an advisor and Decision Support for 
the acquisition of a cultivation license from Health Canada for a facility located in Duncan BC along with budget and project oversight for the facility 
construction . Devon is also a Board member on named Publicly listed companies.
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Leadership Team & Board
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Dylan McRobert, Director of Marketing
Having helped facilitate growth for both tech start-ups and ad agencies Dylan has a deep understanding of business and consumer side acquisition and go-to-
market strategies. He takes a highly analytical approach to marketing strategy and implementation, combining this with his keen eye for design and UX/UI. 
Dylan’s hybrid approach ensures a consistent and effective brand experience across all consumer touchpoints. Dylan currently runs all marketing and product 
development aspects at ParcelPal Technology. 

Matt Henley, Director of Government Relations and Compliance

Alex Nuttall, Director
Alexander Nuttall is a Canadian politician who was elected as a Member of Parliament in the House of Commons of Canada to represent the federal electoral 
district of Barrie, Springwater - Oro-Medonte during the 2015 Canadian federal election. Prior to his election to the House of Commons, Nuttall served as a city 
councilor on the Barrie City Council from 2006 until 2014. In 2006, Nuttall received 45.2% of the vote in Ward 10, and in 2010 he was re-elected with 82.7% of the 
vote.

Robert Faissal, Director

Mr. Robert G. Faissal is a Managing Partner of Lebita Consulting Services, a Toronto based business development and investment group with emphasis on 
commercial relationships in North America, Europe, Africa and the Middle East. Lebita Consulting focuses on healthcare, technology, finance, oil and gas and 
real estate. Mr.Faissal was the Managing Partner of Richmond Development, an Abu Dhabi based multi-disciplinary investment group. From 1997 until 2000,
Mr. Faissal served as the Managing Director/Middle East & Africa for the Philadelphia based Wharton Econometrics Forecasting Associates (WEFA Group, 
currently IHS Global Insight) advising various governments and private sector clients on economics and financial matters in the Middle East and Africa.

Steve Winter, Director of Business Development
Over 30 years in the packaged goods industry, including 12 years as the Director of Retail Council for Canada. In 1978 Steve founded Terra Nova Brokers 

Limited, acquired an interest in Murray Spencer & Co and ultimately merged the two companies in 1996 forming the largest food broker in Atlantic Canadian 

November 2004 Steve was appointed President and Chief Executive Officer of the Newfoundland Labrador Liquor Corporation ("NLC"). During his 13+ years as 

CEO and under his leadership and guidance, the NLC grew substantially and increased the Governments Dividend from $93,600,000 million in 2004 to 

$198,000,000 in 2017. Additionally, Steve was a key leader from the team that brought the cannabis giant, Canopy Growth to Newfoundland., 

Matthew Henley is the Managing Partner of Wellington Dupont Public Affairs and is an expert in government relations. He brings a wide range of experience in a 
number of public policy areas, including health, transportation, natural resources, and environment policy, while spending considerable time working with not-for-
profits and charity organizations. Matthew has worked on some of the largest government relations files in Canada’s history and has unique experience in shaping 
policy and regulatory framework. 
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Board of Advisors
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Scott Walker, Advisor

Serial entrepreneur and management consultant with a strong history of success in senior management, and business development. 
Diverse experience in Government services, Defense sector, Information Technologies, Software, B to B, B to C, Corporate Finance, 
and Services industries in both public and private sectors.

Parm Gill, Advisor

Mr. Gill is the current member of provincial Parliament for Milton, Ont. Prior to his work in public service, Mr. Gill was involved in 

several family businesses in the manufacturing and hospitality industries. Mr. Gill studied at the Ivey School of Business at Western 

University, earning his master of business administration. Before being elected to the Ontario Legislature in 2018, Mr. Gill was the 

federal member of Parliament for Brampton-Springdale from 2011 to 2015.

Ben Lobb, Advisor

Benjamin T. Lobb MP (born September 10, 1976) is a Canadian politician, who represents the federal riding of Huron-Bruce in the 
House of Commons. He is a member of the Conservative Party. Lobb was first elected to the Canadian House of Commons in 2008 
and has subsequently been re-elected in 2011 and for a third term in the 2015 federal election.
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Strategic Summary

Proven business model and traction with major 

companies in Amazon, Shopify, Lineten, and Aphria

High integrity, experienced management team and 

board, who are all incentivised to deliver high 

value to shareholders

Well thought out, highly scalable growth plan which 

is already being executed on across multiple fronts
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www.parcelpal.com

Thank You

Head Office: 305 - 190 Alexander Street, Vancouver B.C.   V6C 1E1

Contact: Peter Hinam, Director & CSO – peter@parcelpal.com


